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Smartphones are becoming increasingly pervasive in almost every aspect of daily
life. With smartphones being equipped with multiple sensors, they provide an
opportunity to automatically extract information relating to daily life. Infor-
mation relating to daily life could have major benefits in the area of health
informatics. Research shows that there is a need for more objective and accu-
rate means of measuring health status. Hence, this work investigates the use
of multi-modal smartphone sensors to measure human behaviour and generate
behaviour profiles which can be used to make objective predictions related to
health status. Three sensor modalities are used to compute behaviour profiles
for three different components of human behaviour. Motion sensors are utilised
to measure physical activity, location sensors are utilised to measure travel be-
haviour and sound sensors are used to measure voice activity related behaviour.
Sensor fusion, using a genetic algorithm, is performed to find complementary
and co-operative features. Using a behaviour feature composed of motion, sound
and locations data, results show that a Support Vector Machine (SVM) can pre-
dict 10 different health metrics with an error that does not exceed a clinical error
benchmark.
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1. Introduction
It is widely agreed that chronic diseases are the predominant challenge to
global health [1]. Chronic diseases have hugely negative effects in terms of the
human suffering they cause and the burden they inflict on the socioeconomic
fabric of countries [2]. The World Health Organization (WHO) stated that
chronic diseases, such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, cancers and chronic
respiratory diseases, accounted for 52% of all deaths under the age of 70 world-
wide. Health outcomes are used in clinical treatment, clinical trials and other
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clinical research to assess the efficacy of a chronic disease treatment. Exam-
ples of different health outcomes include mortality, hospital readmission rate
and disease specific physiological measurements [3]. However, there has re-
cently been a growing focus on health outcomes that are measured by patients,
termed “patient-reported health outcomes”. These measures take into account
the experiences of individual patients and their response to specific treatments,
aspects not considered by traditional health outcomes. Health status is a par-
ticular type of patient-reported health outcome which quantifies the impact of
disease on a patients daily life [4].
Studies on the reliability of health status measurement tools indicate that,
while most measures are reliable for group comparisons, measures cannot be
used to assess patients on an individual basis [5]. Due to the limitations of
current health status measurement tools (i.e. questionnaires), there is a need
for new measurement tools which can produce more accurate and reliable mea-
surements such that clinicians can assess health status on an individual basis.
The overall aim of this work is to develop a novel objective health status mea-
surement tool using sensor technology in the community. Modern smartphones,
equipped with multiple sensors built within the common and non-invasive form
factor of a mobile phone, have the potential to trace human activities at scales
that were previously unattainable [6]. The aim of this work is to develop an un-
obtrusive smartphone sensing system which can objectively measure a persons’
longitudinal behaviour and make accurate predictions about their health status
based on this behaviour.
In order to accurately model the mapping between mobile sensor data and
health status, a participant set, with a broad spectrum of health measurements,
is required. In this work, sensor data and health status information from adults
in the general population are obtained using a crowd-sourced data collection
methodology via a smartphone App. A multi-modal sensor system is proposed
to generate behaviour profiles describing a persons’ behaviour. Motion, location
and sound sensors are utilised to measure physical activity, travel behaviour
and voice activity related behaviour respectively. Liang et al. indicate that
measure such as physical activity, measured using smartphones, along with vocal
data measured by microphones and location data could be vital for screening
and predicting mental health problems [7]. Our hypothesis is that a persons’
behaviour will be indicative of their overall health, and that this behaviour can
be captured by analysing physical activity, vocal activity and location sensor
data. To test this hypothesis, we conduct a study in which participants record
their motion, sound and location patterns using a smartphone and record their
health status using a self-reported questionnaire. Experiments were performed
on the data to discover if, and to what extent, behaviour based features extracted
from motion, sound and location sensors, could be used to predict health status.
1.1. Related Work
Kelly et al. [8] carried out a study investigating links between smartphone
motion sensor data and self-rated health status. A crowd-sourced dataset was
recorded which comprised accelerometer and gyroscope data for 171 participants
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with an average of 114 hours of data per participant. Results showed that a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) regression model could predict the 10 SF-36
self-ratings with a mean absolute error of 11.7%. This paper aims to extend
the work of Kelly et al. [8] by investigating additional sensor modalities as an
alternative to, or to compliment, motion sensor data. We postulate that the ad-
dition of location and sound sensors will provide further insight into components
of human behaviour. Ben-Zeev et al. investigated whether smartphone data,
from motion, location and sound sensors, can be used as behavioural mark-
ers for mental health measurements [9]. A total of 47 young adults recorded
smartphone data for a 10 week period and completed daily ratings of stress as
well as pre/post measures of depression, stress and loneliness. Results, obtained
using mixed effect linear modeling, showed that geo-spatial activity, sleep and
variability in geospatial activity were associated with daily stress levels. Addi-
tionally, results obtained from a penalised functional regression model showed
associations between changes in depression and speech duration, geo-spatial ac-
tivity and sleep duration. Changes in loneliness were associated with physical
activity.
To the authors knowledge, there are no other related works specifically in-
vestigating methods to automatically predict patient reported health outcomes,
such as health status, using unobtrusive smartphone sensing. However, research
into Body Sensor Networks (BSNs), where sensors are placed on various parts of
the human body, is quite mature and BSN has been utilised for many different
health based monitoring studies [35][10]. In a review of the literature, motion
sensors were one of the most common sensors used in BSN studies. One of the
most common approaches to utilising motion sensors for health based studies
is to perform activity recognition, and use recognised activities as a method
of tracking sedentary behaviour and/or activities of daily living [11]. Tradi-
tionally, health related motion sensor based studies have been conducted in
controlled conditions with patients or participants wearing specialised sensors
[12][13][14][15]. While there is a large number of these health-related studies
using this traditional motion sensor setup, the focus of this work is to examine
unobtrusive sensing using smartphones. An expansive review of health related
motion sensor based studies is therefore out of the scope of this paper.
Smartphones, now equipped with high compute power and multiple embed-
ded sensors, are being utilized by researchers for health based monitoring [16].
Kwapisz et al. [17] developed an activity recognition system using a phone-
based accelerometer to record data from 29 participants performing 6 different
activities. A multilayer perceptron classifier was shown to correctly classify 92%
of activities. Similarly, Wannanburg et al. [18] perform a set of activity classi-
fication experiments using 10 participants performing 5 different activities. A
k-Star based classification model was shown to recognise activities with 99% ac-
curacy. Aside from general activity recognition applications, research has also
shown that smartphone based motion sensors can be utilised to infer condition
specific health related information. For example, Juen et al. describe a smart-
phone based walking monitor for patients with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD) [19] while Kelly et al. [20] conducted a case series, performing a
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preliminary investigation on differences in movement patterns of COPD patients
reporting problems versus COPD patients not reporting problems. Cvetkovic
et al. proposed a multi-modal system using a number of sensors such as mo-
tion, heart rate, skin temperature and galvanic skin response (GSR) recorded
from a smartphone and wristband to predict activity and energy expenditure
[21]. Experiments showed that the system performed with 87% accuracy when
predicting activities and with a mean absolute error of 0.6 when predicting en-
ergy expenditure. Gay et al. [22] developed a multi-modal smartphone based
system, using multiple external sensors such as ECG and Oximeter, to moni-
tor the wellbeing of high risk cardiac patients. ECG data is processed by the
smartphone to determine if the patient is in need of help.
One of the advantages of smartphone based sensing is that multiple sensors
are available within a readily available and non-intrusive form factor. Sensors
such as location, microphone, light, temperature, proximity and barometer are
just some of the common sensors found in modern smartphones. Researchers
have investigated how some of these different sensor modalities can be utilised
in the area of health monitoring. For example, Nakano et al. [23] developed a
microphone based smartphone application to record ambient sound in order to
detect snoring. The overall aim of the study was to monitor patients and evalu-
ate the severity of obstructive sleep apnea. Aside from health based monitoring,
there does exist a number of works relating to extracting general behaviour re-
lated information from smartphone sensors. For example, Farrahi et al. [24]
investigated the use of smartphone based location data to discover human rou-
tines that characterise an individual and groups of individuals. A total of 97
participants recorded location data, using a mobile phone, for over a 16 month
period. Routines such as “going to work late” and “going home early” were
automatically extract from the location patterns. In another work, Farrahi et
al. [25] conducted a multimodal based experiment, integrating human proximity
data, via bluetooth, with location data to mine meaningful details about human
activities. Using the same dataset of 97 participants, activities such as “work-
ing from 11am-5pm with 3-5 other people” and “going out from 7-midnight
alone” were automatically extracted from the data. Ling et al. [26] proposed a
smartphone based behaviour sensing framework combining location and motion
to classify specific behaviour contexts. Accelerometer and gyroscope data were
utilised to classify six locomotion activities, using a Least-Squares SVM, with
92.9% accuracy. Outdoor and indoor location sensing were also performed, using
GPS and Wi-Fi positioning respectively, and sequences of location information
were combined with activity classes to classify 6 different behaviour contexts,
such as “fetching coffee” and “taking a break”, with an accuracy of 90.3%.
While there is a large body of research work in the general area of sen-
sors and health/human behaviour, there exists few works dealing specifically
with measurement of human behaviour for the prediction of health status. In
this work, we perform an investigation into the use of smartphones sensor as a
method of automatically generating behaviour observations for the purpose of
health status prediction. We aim to investigate the use of location, motion and




An Android smartphone App was developed to record longitudinal motion,
location and microphone sensor data. Modality specific signal processing and
feature extraction techniques are applied to raw sensor data to generate be-
haviour profiles. Behaviour profiles are then utilised as features to train and test
regression models in order to predict health status. In this Section, techniques
used to process raw sensor data and generate behaviour profiles are described.
2.1. Multimodal Data Processing
A key aim of the smartphone sensing app is to automatically upload sensor
information to a central server where processing, fusion and analysis can be
performed on the data. The first stage of the data processing is to convert
raw sensor data into hourly feature summary snapshots. The reason for this
processing stage is two-fold: Firstly, due to the heterogeneous nature of the
sensors, data is recorded in different frequencies. Secondly, due to the quantity
of data being recorded by the different sensors, it is not feasible to upload all
data for each participant. Hourly summaries are therefore computed for each
sensor modality in order to produce a uniform frequency for feature summaries
and reduce the overall quantity of data.
Data is initially processed on the smartphone to compute hourly summary
measures describing modality specific hourly behaviour. At the end of each day,
hourly summary measures are uploaded to a central server. In this section the
methods used to process and extract hourly summary measure from motion,
location and sound sensor data are described.
2.1.1. Location - Feature Summaries
In an article published in Science Magazine, Song et al. [27] discuss the
predictability of human location mobility and conclude that predictive models,
driven by predictability of human mobility, are a scientifically grounded possi-
bility with potential impact on health and well-being. Previous work by Kelly
et al. [28] showed that the routined nature of human location behaviour could
be leveraged to build predictive models to infer social and demographic infor-
mation about a person using Global Positioning System (GPS) and cell tower
data.
In this work, we postulate that location data could similarly be leveraged
to infer health related information about a person. Location predictability, or
location entropy, forms the basis of location behaviour measurements for this
work. In order to calculate the entropy of an individuals’ location behaviour,
the probability distribution of a persons’ location behaviour must first be mod-
elled. Furthermore, since the nature of location behaviour is spatiotemporal,
the temporal aspect of the individuals movement must also be modelled. In or-
der to account for both these aspects of location behaviour, a two stage location
behaviour model proposed by Kelly et al. [28] is used. In the first stage, the
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probability distribution of a number of different geographical areas are modeled.
In the second stage, the temporal transitions of the individual between these
geographical areas are computed.
Geographical areas are first identified using a hierarchical clustering tech-
nique. All location co-ordinates for a person are used to automatically identify
a set of locations of interest denoted as C = {c1, ..., cK} where K is the total
number of locations of interest computed by the clustering algorithm. For each
identified area of interest, a probability distribution is computed such that the
probability of an individual being at a particular geographical area ci, given
a location point pt, is modelled using Bayes rule defined in Equation 1. The
prior probability of an individual being at a location within geographical area
ci is equivalent to the significance of the cluster: P (ci) =
Ni
N , where N
i is the
number of location points in geographical area ci and N is the total number of
location points. The posterior probability P (pt|ci) is calculated using a multi-
variate gaussian probability density function with dimension k = 2, as defined in
Equation 2, where
∑
i is the covariance matrix calculated from all points p ∈ ci.
Finally, the combined probability of location point pt is defined in Equation 3





















P (pt|ci)P (ci) (3)
Thus far we have discussed modeling the probability of a single location
point, however, human behaviour becomes much more meaningful when ob-
served in a temporal context. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is therefore
used to model the temporal movement of a person in relation to detected geo-
graphical areas. HMMs are characterised by a set of N states, a state transition
probability matrix A, an observation symbol probability B and the initial state
distribution Π. Each of the N states are used to represent each geographic area.
The observation probability for each state is modeled using the location proba-
bility model P (ci|pt). The initial state distribution is computed from the prior
probability of each geographical area P (ci). The transition probability matrix
is calculated by investigating all location points pt and the state transitions that
occur from time t to time t2, where t2 is the next time that a location sample is
available after t. At each time t, the geographic area which the location point
pt is most likely to belong to is defined as C(pt). For each ci ∈ C, the tran-
sition matrix A is updated, at position [C(pt), i], by adding the probability of
transitioning from C(pt) to ci with the probability that pt2 belongs to location
ci. After all location points are processed, the transition probability matrix, A,
is then normalised such that the sum of all transitions from a particular state
is equal to one.
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Using the HMM, the Viterbi Algorithm could be utilised to find the most
likely hidden state sequence and associated probabilities for a given sequence
of locations. However, a key aim of our location based measures is to extract
measures of predictability. We therefore implement a variation of the Viterbi
algorithm, originally proposed by Hernando et al. [29] and modified by Kelly et
al. [28], to compute the Entropy of the hidden state sequence that best explains
the observations. Using a set of locations points Od = {pd1, ..., pdL} for a day d,
the Viterbi Entropy algorithm computes the Entropy H(S|Od), where S is the
sequence of geographic locations which best describes the set of location points
Od. Additionally, the temporal entropy, H(Sd[t]|Od[t] = od[t]), is computed
at particular times of the day t, allowing us to measure how an individuals
behaviour changes over the course of a day. For each hour h of day d we define
the location summary feature as Ldh = H(Sd[h]|Od[h] = od[h]) where od[h] is
the median recorded location of the person during hour h of day d. For each day
d, the entire set of hourly location entropy measures, Ld = {Ld0, ..., Ld24}, are
uploaded to the server. Figure 1 shows the average location entropy, and rate of
change, for each hour of the day, computed from all participants who uploaded at
least 1 day of location data. It can be seen that the entropy naturally increases
as a day progresses. This is due to the fact the probabilities for a given hour
are conditional on previous hours, resulting in a lower probability and therefore
a higher entropy. While the hourly location entropy will always increase, the
rate at which it increases is perhaps more interesting. The rate of change of
entropy shows peaks in the morning and around 5pm, which could be explained
by more people traveling to/from work at those times.
Figure 1: Average Location Predictability and Rate of Change for all participants
2.1.2. Sound - Feature Summaries
We postulate that sound activity, particularly voice activity, could be indica-
tive of social behaviour. We therefore aim to compute sound activity profiles,
for each participant, comprising of a voice activity component. The built-in
microphone is utilised in order to detect sound and the presence of voice. Use of
the microphone raises two possible issues however. Firstly, ethical issues around
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recording a participants private conversations and secondly, power consumption
issues around polling a battery depleting sensor. In order to address both of
these issues, the microphone is polled every 3 minutes for a duration of 2 sec-
onds. When polling the sensor, no actual sound information is stored and raw
sound data is used only to extract sound features. Following the computation
of sound features the raw sound data is immediately deleted. Features are ex-
tracted from raw sound signals using 128 ms sliding windows. For a given time
t, a feature vector, at, is extracted in order to describe the audio characteristics
of the sound at time t. Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) are used as
the main set of features to characterise sound frames [30]. In addition to MFCC
features, a set of time and frequency domain summary features are used, such
a spectral flux, spectral centroid, bandwidth and zero crossing rate, which have
been described and validated in previous works [31].
A Support Vector Machine (SVM), using a Radial Basis Function Kernel,
was trained using a training set comprising 250 minutes of sounds labeled as
“voice” or “other”. “Voice” sounds represent recordings of different participants
speaking in the foreground while “other” sounds represent background sounds
from various sources such as background noises in cafes, music, traffic noise,
office noise etc. Feature vectors were extracted for all labeled sounds, and an
SVM was trained to classify “voice” and “other” sounds. During testing of the
model, the SVM classified 95.1% of sounds correctly.
For each hour h, a total of 20 sound samples are taken. Each sample, be-
ginning at time t, consists of 2 seconds of audio where 30 overlapping 128ms
windows are utilised to extract 30 sound feature vectors At = {at0, ..., at30}.
Additionally, sound decibel levels for each window are also recorded, denoted as
Dt = {dt0, ..., dt30}. Features vectors which contain only silence, determined by
thresholding the decibel level, are immediately classified as “other”. The pre-
trained SVM model is then utilised to classify the remaining feature vectors, re-
sulting in a set of sound classes Ct = {ct0, ..., ct30}, where c ∈ {“voice”, “other”}.
The overall sample, At, is given a single classification C̄t based on the percent-
age of individual windows classified as “voice”. If more than 33% of individual
classes, Ct, are classified as “voice” then the overall sample class C̄t is classified
as “voice”. Otherwise, the overall sample class C̄t is classified as “other”. The
mean decibel level of the sample, D̄t, is also recorded.
An overall sound activity summary feature Sdh, for hour h on day d, is
computed by combining sound sample classifications and decibel level data for
the 20 sound samples that were recorded during hour h. A sound activity
summary feature is comprised of 3 features. The first feature is the average
decibel level computed from all sample level decibels D̄t for hour h. The second
feature computes the fraction of samples which where not silent (i.e. above
the decibel level threshold). Finally, the third feature computes the fraction of
samples which where classified as “voice”.
For each day d, the entire set of sound summary features, Sd = {Sd0, Sd1, ..., Sd23},
is uploaded to the server. Figure 2 shows the average, and standard deviation,
voice activity for each hour of the day, computed from all participants who
uploaded at least 1 day of sound data.
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Figure 2: Average and Standard Deviation of Voice Activity for all participants
2.1.3. Motion - Feature Summaries
Physical activity, measured using motion sensors, has been shown to be a
good indicator of health status. In previous work, Kelly et al. [8] propose a
methodology for processing motion sensor data in longitudinal real world and
uncontrolled conditions. One of the issues with utilising motion sensors for
uncontrolled and longitudinal data collection is that there will often be periods
of time, which we refer to as “periods of unknown”, when participants are not
wearing the sensor on their body. While this is not a problem for location
and sound data, it is a major issue for motion sensing. It is important that
these “periods of unknown” are accounted for. An “unknown” occurs when no
movement is recorded from the sensor. For each unknown period, it is extremely
difficult to determine if the participant is wearing the phone and being sedentary
or not wearing the phone. In order to address this ambiguity, periods of unknown
must be discarded. Additionally, potential movements of the smartphone in
hand while the person is not moving must also be discarded. If the screen is on,
we make the assumption that the phone is in hand and being used by the person.
Data processing related to motion sensors must therefore only process periods
of data where movement occurs and the screen is off, therefore dealing only
with periods where there is a high probability that the participant is wearing
the phone. It is therefore not possible to compute features based on quantifying
the duration of activity, since it is possible that a participant is active during
“periods of unknown”. Features must therefore measure the type of movement
a participant performs and not the quantity of movement performed by the
participant.
Accelerometer and gyroscope sensors are used to extract 3-axis acceleration
and 3-axis rotational velocity respectively. Orientation is also calculated from
accelerometer and gyroscope data using the Madgwick Attitude and Heading
Reference System (AHRS) [32]. Due to the unconstrained sensor placement and
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orientation, a technique described by Kelly et al. [33] is utilised to transform
the accelerometer and gyroscope signals into orientation independent signals by
using a global reference frame to measure acceleration and rotation with respect
to gravity. For each of the 8 raw motion signals, features are extracted via a
series of statistical measurements performed on 2 second sliding windows. In
total, a set of 82 statistical based features, denoted as M , are extracted for each
2 second window.
In order to account for “periods of unknown”, only features which had a cor-
responding accelerometer magnitude variance greater than a pre-set threshold
were used in the generation of a summary feature vector. Additionally, features
which were recorded during periods when the participant was interacting with
the phone were discarded. For each hour, h, all feature vectors, which have an
acceleration variance greater than the threshold, were averaged to compute a
single summary feature vector Mdh which described the overall behaviour pro-
file of a participant for hour h on day d. For each summary feature vector Mdh,
an associated weight, Υdh is also calculated. The weights represent the percent-
age of time for which the phone was moving (i.e. percentage of hour where no
“periods of unknown” occurred). For each day d, the entire set of behaviour
profiles, M = {Md0,Md1, ...,Md23}, was uploaded to the server along with the
set of duration weights W = {Υ̃d0, Υ̃d1, ..., Υ̃d23}.
2.2. Behaviour Profile Generation
Thus far, we have described techniques to process raw sensor data from
location, sound and motion sensors on a smartphone to generate hourly fea-
ture summaries describing a participants behaviour. Further processing of the
feature summaries are performed on the server in order to generate an overall be-
haviour profile. The main component of the behaviour profile is computed from
statistical measures of the hourly summary features. Furthermore, behaviour
profiles for location and sound utilise an additional Principle Component Anal-
ysis (PCA) based feature. We denote a modality specific feature summary as
Xd = {Xd0, ..., Xd24}, where X ∈ {L, S,M} such that X represents one of the
three feature summary vectors Location, Sound or Motion.
2.2.1. Statistical Behaviour Profile









h represents all feature summaries for participant p
for a specific hour h for all days from day 0 to day D and D was the total number
of days recorded. A time specific average behaviour profile, which represents
the average behaviour of a participant during a specific hour h for all days, was









The average hourly behaviour profile, X
p
h, represents the average behaviour




average behaviour of a participant between 10am and 11am for all the days a
participant had the App enabled. The sequence of average hourly behaviour
profiles, X
p
= {Xp0, ..., X
p
23}, represents all hourly behaviour profiles over the
course of an average day for participant p. The the overall behaviour profile
Ψ(X
p
), a function of the sequence of hourly behaviour profiles for participant p,





) = {Mean(Xp), V ar(Xp), ROC(Xp)}. Where Mean,
V ar and ROC compute the average, variance and rate of change of the sequence
of average hourly behaviour profiles respectively.
2.2.2. PCA Behaviour Profile
The nature of human behaviour means that behaviour at a particular time
of day is highly dependent on the behaviour that preceded it. While modeling
time based behaviour is hugely important, when comparing behaviour of differ-
ent individuals, measurements which are not dependent on time and behaviour
which preceded it may be key in uncovering certain indicators of health. For
example, two similar behaviour measurements that indicate a particular com-
mon trait, about two individuals, could potentially occur at different times of
the day.
To address this limiting factor with the current representation of time, hourly
feature summaries are transformed into a new space where each dimension,
rather than represent a specific hour, will represent an independent variable.
Each variable can then be measured independent of time and independent of
other patterns in the vector. The transformation is performed on a feature spe-
cific 2-dimensional matrix Xp(f), such that f represents an specific index of the
feature summary vector. The feature matrix Xp(f) therefore represents specific
features for all hourly summary feature vectors, where columns correspond to
hours and rows correspond to days. For sound, the specific feature used is f = 2
(fraction of hour voice was detected). For location, only one feature is recorded
per hour, thus f = 0 (location entropy).
PCA is an orthogonal transformation technique which can transform a set
of correlated variables into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables. PCA is
utilised to compute a transformed feature matrix ΩpX(f) such that Ω
p
X(f) =
PCA(Xp(f)). The transformed feature matrix is then averaged by column to
compute an overall PCA based behaviour profile vector ΩpX(f).
2.2.3. Overall Behaviour Profile
As previously discussed, the overall motion based behavior profile is com-
puted using only the statistical analysis of feature summaries. The overall mo-





overall sound and location behaviour profiles, ΓpS and Γ
p
L respectively, include
both statistical and PCA based profiles. The overall sound behaviour profile is
therefore defined as ΓpS = [Ψ(S
p
),ΩpS(2)], while the overall location behaviour




2.3. Feature Fusion and Selection
Information fusion is the process of integrating data from several sources to
achieve more specific inferences than could be achieved by the use of a single
sensor alone [34]. Information fusion should therefore ensure that complemen-
tary and/or cooperative features are used such that additional features, from
different sensors, contribute to a more complete representation of behaviour.
In this work we investigate the use of data from 3 heterogeneous sensors as a
means of inferring health status. While there a number of different fusion ap-
proaches, such as low-level raw data fusion and high-level decision fusion [35],
we implement a mid-level feature fusion approach where the aim is to combine
features from the different sensor modalities in order to produce an overall fea-
ture vector which can generate more accurate health status predictions than any
of the individual sensor feature vectors. A feature subset selection process is
implemented to select complementary subsets of features from the multimodal
sensors. While ensuring complementary features are chosen, feature selection
has additional benefits such as enhancing the generalisation of models and re-
ducing the chances of over-fitting during training [36].
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is utilised to perform feature subset selection
[37] in order to discover subsets of complementary features from the combined
set of overall behaviour profiles, ΓLSM = {ΓL,ΓS ,ΓM}, where ΓL, ΓS and ΓM
represent modality specific behaviour profiles for location, sound and motion
sensors respectively. A GA population is made up of a set of candidate solu-
tions known as chromosomes. Each chromosome is a binary string, with each
character corresponding to a feature. An entry of 1 signifies that the feature
is selected, while 0 signifies that it is not selected. A fitness function f(c) is
implemented to calculate the fitness of each chromosome c in the population.
The most fit chromosomes are selected for the next generations’ population,
and a random set of selected chromosomes are modified through a process of
crossovers and mutations.
A regression model is used to train models to make health status predictions
based on behaviour profiles. A fitness function f(c, x) is therefore implemented
to model the performance of the regression model on a specific feature subset
where c is a candidate chromosome and x is the training set. During prelim-
inary experiments, a number of different regression modeling techniques were
evaluated in order to determine the best technique to carry out detailed ex-
periments on. Results from preliminary results showed that Support Vector
Machine (SVM) regression [38], using a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel,
performed best. We therefore utilise SVMs, using a RBF, for the core experi-
ments of this work. The fitness function f(c, x) therefore computes the average
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for a 5 fold cross validation of training set
x using a subset of features defined by c.
3. Experiments
Experiments were performed on hourly feature summaries, uploaded by par-
ticipants using the App, in order to evaluate if, and to what extend, location,
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sound and motion sensor data can be used to infer health status. In this Section
we describe what data was collected, how it was collected and provide details
of different prediction performance evaluations.
3.1. Data Collection
Participants enrolled in the study by downloading the App (“Health-U”)
onto their Android Smartphone via Google Play. After downloading and launch-
ing the App for the first time, participants were shown a participant consent
screen where details about the study, and data collected during the study, were
explained. Participants were then given the choice to consent via a button la-
beled “I Consent” or to reject via a button labeled “Do not participate”. Ethical
approval for this study was granted by Ulster University Ethics committee and
the contents of the participant consent screen were reviewed by the Ethics Com-
mittee. As detailed in Section 2, a smartphone App was developed to record
motion, location and microphone sensor data throughout the day and apply
different signal processing and feature extraction methods to the raw data. Ex-
tracted hourly feature summaries were uploaded to a remote central storage
database. To improve user retention within the experiment, functionality other
than sensor recording was added to the App to provide users with visual feed-
back on the duration and intensity of their activities over time using graphs and
statistics (see Figure 3).
Figure 3: “Health-U” App - (Left) Visual feedback showing current activity, (Middle) Activity
history showing daily activity, (Right) Health Status Questionnaire.
In addition to recording sensor data, the “Health-U” App was designed to
include a health status measurement tool in order to record participant health
status. SF-36, a non-illness specific health status measurement tool which has
been validated in a general adult population [39] and in a chronic illness patient
population [40, 41], was chosen as the measurement tool for this study. The
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SF-36 is a 36 question general health instrument that measures eight health
related concepts: physical functioning (PF-10 items), role limitations due to
physical problems (RP-4 items), bodily pain (BP-2 items), general health per-
ceptions (GH-5 items), vitality (VT-4 items), social functioning (SF-2 items),
role limitations due to emotional problems (RE-3 items), and perceived mental
health (MH-5 items). Each question has multiple choice answers, with each
answer having a predefined numerical score between 0-100. Answers relating to
positive health contribute to a higher score, while answers relating to negative
health contribute to a lower score. Each of the eight component scores are then
computed using an average of specific question scores related to that compo-
nent. Z-scores are then computed for each of the eight component scores and
combined using weighted averages to compute two summary component mea-
sures: the Physical (PCS) and Mental (MCS) Component Summary Scores [42].
Both summary scores, PCS and MCS, are computed such that the mean and
standard deviation, of a set of scores in a population, are 50 and 10 respectively.
In order to calculate the minimum sample size required for our study, a
confidence interval of 95% (z-score=1.96) is used in conjunction with the largest
standard deviation reported for the different SF-36 scores. Burholt et al [43]
report the largest standard deviation for the RP component with a standard
deviation of 32.3. Assuming a conservative margin of error of 5% in the SF-36
responses, we calculate a minimum sample size of ((1.96 × 32.3)/2)2 = 160. A
questionnaire screen was integrated into the App to allow participants to answer
the SF-36 (See Figure 3(Right)). The App was downloaded by over 3000 users, of
which 1133 completed the SF-36 questionnaire. Of these, 195, 328 and 337 users
uploaded at least 24 hours of location, sound and motion feature summaries
respectively. An average of 607, 559 and 685 hourly feature summaries were
uploaded per user for location, sound and motion sensors respectively. Table 1
details the mean and standard deviation SF-36 self-ratings, for the 8 different
concepts and the 2 summary measures, of participants as well as mean and
standard deviation SF-36 scores reported by Burholt et al. for reference [43].
3.2. Qualitative Analysis
Prior to discussing experiments conducted to measure prediction perfor-
mance, we first discuss some qualitative analysis performed to gain a better
understanding of the data and investigate any potential relationships between
features, types of behaviour and health status. Figure 4 visualises a specific
feature from motion, sound and location hourly summaries for 3 different par-
ticipants. Participants A, B and C reported generally high, medium and low
SF-36 scores respectively. It can be seen that participant A performs more high
intensity movements while participant B is generally moving for longer periods
of time. Interestingly, participant C shows the lowest level of movement when
duration and intensity is taken into account. For voice activity, Participant B
recorded a high level of voice activity between 10am and 8pm. Participant A
shows low levels of voice activity while participant C has a moderate level of
voice activity later in the day between 3pm and 1am. Participant A shows very
predictable location patterns, except for a period around day 50 and day 60
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Presented Burholt et al. [43]
N=1133 N=13917
Mean SD Mean SD
PCS 49.9 8.5 N/A N/A
MCS 49.9 8.9 N/A N/A
PF 71.9 27.4 77.8 30.0
RP 75.0 31.1 78.3 32.3
BP 69.0 25.6 70.1 28.9
GH 56.6 21.7 66.2 24.0
VT 50.3 19.8 57.3 22.3
SF 64.8 27.9 80.2 28.1
RE 64.2 32.0 87.0 26.0
MH 58.6 21.9 74.0 19.9
Table 1: Mean (Std. Dev.) SF-36 self-ratings for Participants
where predictability increases, possible due to traveling somewhere new for a
number of days/weeks. Location patterns for participant B are quite unpre-
dictable while participant C shows very predictable location behaviour. While
it is not feasible to analyse data for all participants in this manner, it can be
seen for this selection of participants that some potential patterns of behaviour
could be linked with health status. For example, intensity of movement appears
to be linked with health status, where higher intensity is shown in participants
with higher health status. While no obvious/intuitive pattern can be seen link-
ing voice activity with health status, patterns are quite distinct for each of the
three participants.
3.3. Prediction Performance Test Protocol
In order to avoid feature selection bias in the health status prediction per-
formance evaluation, we implemented a triple k-fold (k = 5) cross-validation
structure modeled after that of Filzmoser et al. [44], and also utilised in a re-
cent study by Reynolds et al. [45]. Three nested loops where implemented: 1)
an outer cross-validation loop, 2) an inner cross-validation loop which contains
a GA and 3) an internal GA fitness function based on cross-validation.
Figure 5 gives a visual overview of the cross validation method used. For
each iteration of the outer cross validation loop, one segment is set aside as the
test group. The other four segments are considered the calibration set. The
calibration set is sent to the inner cross validation loop and repartitioned into
5 segments. To ensure no bias and to reduce over-fitting, each execution of the
GA uses 4 of the 5 calibration segments, denoted as x, to perform GA feature
selection and uses the remaining test segment y to compute the external fitness.
Fitness used to determine which chromosomes are selected after each generation
is known as internal fitness. Internal fitness is calculated using a 5 fold cross
validation of x where 5 SVM regression models are trained on the same feature
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Figure 4: Visualisation of a motion, sound and location feature for 3 different participants.
(White space denotes no data recorded)
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subset c and 5 different subsets of x. Specifically, each SVM is trained on 4 of
the 5 subsets of x and tested on the remaining subset of x. Overall internal
fitness is computed from the average RMSE achieved for each of the 5 SVMs.
External fitness is computed after each completed generation of the GA by
training an SVM on the most fit chromosome for that generation. However, for
external fitness, the model is trained on x and tested on y. The sole purpose
of the external fitness is to determine at which point the GA begins to overfit
to x. The GA is terminated when over-fitting is detected as determined by the
generation in which the external fitness performance decreases. It is possible
that a GA will overfit too early where the GA converges on a local optimum
for x without ever identifying a potential global optimum. If this does occur, as
indicated by no improvement in external fitness, the GA is reset and restarted.
A set of 5 individual chromosomes, Ck, are generated for each iteration of
the inner cross validation loop. The individual chromosomes are then combined
to create a single chromosome, C, by selecting the most common features from
all individual chromosomes. A feature is deemed common, if it is enabled in
at least 60% of the individual feature masks. Performance for iteration i of
the outer cross validation loop is calculated by training an SVM on the entire
calibration set and testing on the test set, where chromosome C
i
defines the
subset of features to be used in training and testing. Overall performance is
then calculated as the average of all performance measures.
Figure 5: Feature Selection, Training and Testing Protocol Overview for Cross-Validation
3.4. Prediction Performance Results
Previous work by Kelly et al. showed that motion sensor data can be use to
infer SF-36 scores with reasonable accuracy [8]. However, it is unclear whether
additional sensors such as sound and location can be used to infer SF-36 mea-
sures and whether they can contribute to improved SF-36 inferences. In order
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to further our understanding of how the separate sensors can indicate SF-36
measure, experiments were first performed separately on location, sound and
motion only behaviour profiles, ΓL, ΓS and ΓM respectively. Following this, ex-
periments were then performed on combined location/sound, location/motion,
motion/sound and location/sound/motion behaviour profiles ΓLS , ΓLM , ΓMS
and ΓLSM respectively.
Evaluation of each behaviour profile is conducted by performing the triple
cross validation procedure described in Section 3.3. For each behaviour profile,
feature fusion and selection is performed by a GA as discussed in Section 2.3.
Three evaluation metrics are calculated to evaluate performance. Pearson cor-
relation (ρ) is used to measure the linear correlation between predicted health
status and ground truth health status. Secondly, Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
is used to calculate the average absolute difference between predicted health
status and ground truth health status. Finally, Relative Absolute Error (RAE)
computes the MAE as a percentage of the standard deviation of the health sta-
tus measure. Table 2 details these performance measures for individual location,
sound and motion only behaviour profiles. Of the individual behaviour profiles,
it can be seen that motion performs best with an average correlation and MAE
of 0.679 and 12.19 respectively. Previous work by Kelly et al. [8], report an
average correlation and MAE of 0.686 and 11.72 respectively for motion sensors
inferring SF-36. While additional participants are used in the current study, a
paired two tailed t-test showed no statistically significant difference, for corre-
lation (p > 0.99) or MAE (p = 0.35), between the set of 10 SF-36 measures in
the current study and the previous work by Kelly et al. [8].
Initially one might postulate that sound might perform best when inferring
measures related to social function (SF). However this experiment indicates
otherwise with results showing that motion performs with consistently higher
correlations for all measures, including SF, when compared to sound and lo-
cation. We postulate that this is likely due to more noise being present in the
sound related measures compared to motion. Sound measures where designed to
measure duration of speech activity detected, however there exists a limitation
with the approach. Speech sounds emitted by televisions, radios or computers
in the vicinity of the phone could also be incorrectly detected as speech.
Table 2 details the performance measures for combined location/sound, lo-
cation/motion, motion/sound and location/sound/motion behaviour profiles.
Results show that combined behaviour profiles, using location, sound and mo-
tion sensors, achieves the best overall performance with correlation and MAE
of 0.771 and 10.9 respectively.
Statistical significance of the prediction results, obtained from the 10 outer
cross validation loops for each SF-36 measure, were evaluated in order to de-
termine the likelihood that different performances were as a result of different
sensor combinations being used. We define the null hypothesis H0 stating that
the performance measured for all sensor combinations are the same. Analy-
sis showed that there was a statistically significant difference between sensor
combinations, as determined by one-way ANOVA conducted on RAE perfor-




Measure ρ MAE RAE ρ MAE RAE ρ MAE RAE
PCS 0.495 5.74 57.4% 0.613 5.49 54.9% 0.728 4.59 45.9%
MCS 0.447 6.48 64.8% 0.571 6.02 60.2% 0.705 5.09 50.9%
PF 0.452 17.1 62.5% 0.561 16.2 59.4% 0.724 13.4 49.2%
RP 0.351 20.1 64.6% 0.602 17.4 55.9% 0.658 15.6 50.4%
RE 0.478 20.6 64.4% 0.493 20.5 64.1% 0.743 14.4 44.9%
VT 0.475 14.1 71.6% 0.498 13.8 70% 0.633 13 65.9%
MH 0.409 16.35 74.6% 0.512 15.6 71.6% 0.611 14.1 64.7%
SF 0.421 20.6 74% 0.529 17.9 64.2% 0.681 15.84 56.7%
BP 0.348 19.2 75% 0.545 17.1 66.9% 0.644 14.6 57.3%
GH 0.439 15.5 71% 0.611 13.6 62.6% 0.737 10.9 50.3%
Average 0.432 15.6 68.1% 0.544 14.4 63% 0.686 12.19 53.7%
Table 2: Regression Prediction Evaluation Metrics for Individual Sensors
Location/Sound Location/Motion Motion/Sound Location/Sound/Motion
N=186 N=186 N=186 N=186
Measure ρ MAE RAE ρ MAE RAE ρ MAE RAE ρ MAE RAE
PCS 0.747 4.58 45.8% 0.81 3.92 39.2% 0.760 4.36 43.6% 0.822 3.92 39.2%
MCS 0.695 5.22 52.2% 0.743 4.78 47.8% 0.720 5.3 53% 0.766 4.81 48.1%
PF 0..723 12.9 47.1% 0.771 12.3 45.1% 0.745 12.8 46.9% 0.823 11 40.2%
RP 0.701 15.2 48.8% 0.736 13.8 44.6% 0.761 13.9 44.6% 0.763 14.1 45.3%
RE 0.632 17.7 55.3% 0.772 14.2 44.6% 0.718 15.3 48.1% 0.735 15.2 47.8%
VT 0.674 12 60.6% 0.756 11.3 57.5% 0.709 12.1 61% 0.759 11.4 57.9%
MH 0.639 13.5 61.8% 0.671 13.5 61.6% 0.678 13 59.3% 0.727 12.1 55.3%
SF 0.638 16.2 58.2% 0.782 13.4 48.3% 0.723 14.1 50.4% 0.762 13.8 49.6%
BP 0.627 14.4 56.2% 0.713 13.8 54% 0.727 13.3 52.2% 0.738 12.4 48.7%
GH 0.732 11.9 55% 0.776 10.2 47.3% 0.797 9.7 44.8% 0.808 9.83 45.3%
Average 0.681 12.3 54.2% 0.754 11.1 49% 0.734 11.4 50.4% 0.771 10.9 47.7%
Table 3: Regression Prediction Evaluation Metrics for Sensor Combinations
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C1 C2 Best (RAE) Best (Corr)
LSM M LSM (p < .001) LSM (p < .001)
LSM S LSM (p < .001) LSM (p < .001)
LSM L LSM (p < .001) LSM (p < .001)
LSM ML = (p = .901) LSM (p = .034)
LSM MS = (p = 134) LSM (p < .001)
LSM LS LSM (p < .001) LSM (p < .001)
M S M (p < .001) M (p < .001)
M L M (p < .001) M (p < .001)
M ML ML (p = .001) ML(p < .001)
M MS =(p = .120) MS (p < .001)
M LS = (p = .967) = (p = .994)
S L S (p < .001) S (p < .001)
S ML ML (p < .001) ML (p < .001)
S MS MS (p < .001) MS (p < .001)
S LS LS (p < .001) LS (p < .001)
L ML ML (p < .001) ML (p < .001)
L MS MS (p < .001) MS (p < .001)
L LS LS (p < .001) LS (p < .001)
ML MS = (p = .803) = (p = .475)
ML LS ML (p < .001) ML (p < .001)
MS LS MS (p = .007) MS (p = .007)
Table 4: Statistical Significance - Performance Difference between Sensor Pairs
661.9, p < .001). The null hypothesis was therefore rejected showing that dif-
ferent sensor combinations result in different SF-36 prediction performance.
A Tukey post hoc test was also performed in order to investigate perfor-
mance differences between pairs of sensor combinations. Table 4 details the
statistical significance of performance differences between pairs of sensor com-
binations as defined by the Tukey post hoc test. For RAE performance, results
show that Location/Sound/Motion, Location/Motion and Sound/Motion sen-
sor combinations result in statistically significant improvements over all other
combinations, while no statistically significant difference is found among the
Location/Sound/Motion, Location/Motion and Sound/Motion sensor combi-
nations (LSM = MS = ML). Results of correlation performance analysis
show that the Location/Sound/Motion sensor combination results in statisti-
cally significant improvements over all other combinations. Sound/Motion and
Location/Motion combinations are shown to have no statistically significant
difference.
Interestingly, it can be seen that while Location on its own shows no sta-
tistically significant improvements compared to any other sensor combination,




While results in the previous section detail performance measures and statis-
tically significant differences between different sensor combinations, ultimately
performance must consider accuracy, and error, relative to the clinical mean-
ing of the SF-36 measures. In the literature, clinical meaning of SF-36 scores
is evaluated using a benchmark. The benchmark, which is used to evaluate
whether differences between SF-36 measures actually matters in terms of clini-
cal difference, is referred to as Clinically Important Difference (CID) or Minimal
Clinically Important Difference (MCID). For example, a treatment group in a
clinical trial might show a 10 point SF-36 difference in physical functioning (PF)
when compared to a control group, however this 10 point difference must be
compared to the MCID of PF to evaluate if the difference has clinical meaning.
Research has shown, based on a systematic review of 38 studies using different
health status measurement tools, that the MCID was consistently close to half
of a standard deviation of the health status measure [46][47]. Half a standard
deviation equates to approximately 5 points for the SF-36 component scores
(PCS and MCS) and approximately 10-16 points for individual SF-36 concepts
(see Table 1). This has been further backed up in the literature for SF-36
self-ratings, where approximately 10, 20 and 30 points have been suggested to
represent a small, moderate and large CID respectively for COPD patients for
the 8 individual SF-36 self-ratings [48].
In terms of experiment results reported in the previous section, we must
consider the benchmarks (CID and MCID) when evaluating the overall perfor-
mance. With the literature indicating that the MCID is consistently close to
50% of a standard deviation, the RAE results are of particular interest as they
report error relative to standard deviation. Results show an average RAE of
47.7% for the Location/Sound/Motion sensor combination. The implications of
this is that the average SF-36 prediction error, using Location/Sound/Motion
sensors, will not cause a misinterpretation in terms of clinical meaning.
A further analysis of prediction errors relative to MCID was performed,
using Location/Sound/Motion sensors combination, in order to investigate the
number of predictions that could be misinterpreted for clinical meaning. The
total number of prediction errors which were less than the MCID were calculated
for each SF-36 score. Results of this analysis showed that on average, for all 10
SF-36 scores, 63% of predictions were less that the MCID benchmark of half of a
standard deviation. Furthermore, of the the remaining 37% of predictions, 17%
were between half and three-quarters of the standard deviation while 10% were
between three-quarters and a full standard deviation. For the sample used in
this work, 37% of predictions result in a score which could be misinterpreted as
a clinically relevant change. However, the scale of this misinterpretation would
only be small (50%-75% of SD) for 17% of the predictions, moderate (75%-100%
of SD) for 10% of prediction and large (>100% of SD) for the remaining 10%.
While additional experiments are required on a larger sample size and on dif-
ferent patient groups, the overall prediction performance achieved by techniques
discussed in this paper is a significant result and one which indicates that SF-36
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Measure ≤ 50% SD 50% - 75% SD 75% - 100% SD
PCS 73.5% 16% 5.5%
MCS 58.7% 16.7% 11.8%
PF 65.7% 17.4% 10.4%
RP 68.5% 17.4% 2.1%
BP 62.2% 17.4% 10.4%
GH 64.3% 16.1% 11.8%
VT 51.7% 18.8% 11.8%
SF 64.3% 19.5% 6.9%
RE 64.3% 16.7% 11.8%
MH 54.5% 16.7% 13.2%
Average 62.7% 17.3% 9.5%
Table 5: Percentage of prediction Errors less than half of a standard deviation for Loca-
tion/Sound/Motion sensor combination.
can be measured using smartphone sensors and that the predicted measures
have potential to be used to make clinical interpretations without significant
error.
4. Discussion
One of the aims of this work was to investigate the ability of a multi-modal
sensor system to make health status predictions. Performance of the individ-
ual sensors, and combinations of sensor, reveal some interesting results. Look-
ing at each sensor in isolation, motion related features have greater ability to
predict health status compared with location and sound, while sound related
features have greater prediction ability compared to location. However, motion
combined with location and motion combined with sound perform with similar
prediction performance. Thus, while sound performs better in isolation com-
pared to location, sound and location provide similar levels of complementary
and co-operative information to motion data. While RAE performance does
not see a statistically significant improvement over any other sensor combina-
tion, combining location, sound and motion sensors does produce an overall
better performing predictor compared to all other sensor combinations due to
a significant improvement in prediction correlation. Overall, results comparing
different sensor combinations show that a multi-modal approach to health sta-
tus prediction, using location, sound and motion sensors, is a valid approach
and one in which improves performance significantly when compared to a single
sensor approach.
Looking at individual SF-36 score, PCS, PF and GH are measures which
clearly result in the best prediction performances based on experiment results.
For PCS and PF, location and motion appear to be the key sensors required
for accurate prediction while motion and sound appear to be the key sensors
required for accurate GH prediction. While it is perhaps clear why PCS and PF
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perform well, due to these scores directly relating to physical activity and due
to motion and location sensors measuring physical activity well, the accurate
prediction of GH is an interesting result. GH is measured by asking participants
5 questions relating to their opinion of their own health such as “getting sick
a little easier than others” and “expect my health to get worse”. While there
is no obvious or intuitive reason why GH is predicted with such high accuracy
levels, relative to some other measures, we can only postulate that the general
opinion a participant has about their own health translates into some specific
type of movement and voice behaviour.
5. Conclusion
Health status has become a key measurement tool used by clinicians to assess
the impact of disease on a patients daily life and to assess the efficacy of differ-
ent treatments. Current measurements, using questionnaires, are limited due to
their subjective nature and cannot be used to assess patients on an individual
basis. New accurate and objective methods for measuring patient health sta-
tus are therefore required. In this paper, we investigate the use of smartphone
based multimodal sensors to measure behaviour and make objective heath sta-
tus predictions based on measured behaviour. Three methods of summarising
raw data from location, sound and motions sensors are proposed. Measures of
location predictability are used to describe location based behaviour. Hourly
statistics on voice activity and sound levels are used to describe sound based
behaviour. Finally, hourly measures of motion are used to describe the type
of movement performed during each hour. Hourly feature summaries are then
combined into an overall behaviour profile for each participant. Sensor fusion is
considered through a mid level feature fusion process using a genetic algorithm
feature selection system. A crowd-sourced dataset was used to conduct exper-
iments using a total of 186 participants. Results show that utilising all three
sensor produced the overall best prediction performance for all 10 SF-36 mea-
sures with an average RAE of 47.7% and an average correlation of 0.771. Taking
the MCID into account, error rates for all SF-36 measures, except VT and MH,
were below the suggested benchmark of half a standard deviation. This work
builds on previous work by Kelly et al. [8] and results in both statistically signif-
icant and clinically important prediction performance improvements compared
to using motion sensors alone. In particular, the location and sound behaviour
profiles can be used in conjunction with motion behaviour profiles, via a sensor
fusion process, to produce a complimentary and co-operate set of features which
can achieve more accurate inferences than can be achieved by any of the sen-
sor alone. While additional research in terms of patient based trials is needed,
the health status prediction results reported in this paper are significant and
show that health status can be objectively measured using sensors. Moreover,
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